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Abstract Power dissipated during test is a constraint when
it comes to test time reduction. In this work, we show
that for a given test the minimum test application time is
achieved when the total energy is dissipated evenly at the
rate of the maximum allowable power for the device under
test. This result, the test time theorem, leads to two alterna-
tives for reducing test time. In the first alternative, we scale
the supply voltage down to reduce power, which in turn
allows us to increase the clock frequency, of course within
the limit imposed by the critical path. Thus, optimum volt-
age and frequency can be found to minimize the test time of
a fixed frequency synchronous test. In the other alternative,
which also benefits from the reduced voltage, the clock
period is dynamically varied so that each cycle dissipates
the maximum allowable power. This test, termed aperiodic
clock test, according to the theorem achieves the lower
bound on test time. An illustrative example of an ISCAS’89
benchmark circuit shows a test time reduction of 71 %.
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1 Introduction

Test application time is one of the major concerns in testing
today. While the culture in technology is changing towards
multiple cores and unifying microprocessors, digital signal
processors, and memories into system on chip (SoC), these
circuits have long test sequences and thus increase test time.
The manufacturing cost of a device is directly related to the
time spent in testing that device [4]. Various methods have
been implemented to reduce test time in the past, however,
these techniques often deal with tradeoffs. For instance,
compacting test vectors is one of the widely used test time
reduction techniques, but this results in test vectors with
high switching activity during test that forces the scan shift
frequency to be only a fraction of the functional frequency.
The power dissipated during test is often quoted as 2× the
functional power in CPU [21] and around 4× the functional
power in GPU [36]. A major concern with power dissipa-
tion during tests is that it can cause excessive heating and
IR drop losses which could affect the performance of the
device and thus label a good chip as faulty. When tests are
carefully chosen to minimize the test power, the test vectors
generally tend to increase in volume to achieve the targeted
test coverage. This leads to an undesirable increase in test
time. Thus, there exists a trade off between test time and test
power. So, is there a way to find a solution in which test time
and test power are optimally handled? The goal of the work
presented in this paper is to provide the bounds on power
constrained test time.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 gives a literature review of test time reduction. In
Section 3 we state and prove a test time theorem that serves
as foundation for methods to find an optimum solution of
the test time minimization problem. In Section 4 we dis-
cuss methods that are derived from the theorem and provide
experimental data to support our claims.

2 Prior Work

Test time reduction has been targeted earlier by eliminating
unwanted scan chain operations through the implemen-
tation of pattern overlapping [8, 11] and reusable scan
chains [17]. These methods use patterns that are similar
to reduce the scan shift time. However, reduction in test
time using these methods depend on the availability of such
patterns. One of the widely used methods in the industry
to minimize test application time is by partitioning scan
chain. This method achieves a large reduction in test time
but increases the number of scan input pins. Bonhomme
et al. [3] and Chaikia and Tsiatouhas [5] proposed methods
that can overcome this problem while achieving similar test
time reduction as in multiple scan chains. In multi-core SoC
designs reducing test time comes down to developing effi-
cient power-constrained scheduling methodologies [9, 10,
18]. Sheshadri et al. have proposed solutions to optimize
SoC test scheduling by selecting supply voltage and clock
frequency [26–28].

Shanmugasundaram and Agrawal [24, 25] proposed a
technique to reduce test time in built-in self-test (BIST) cir-
cuits. Their technique monitors the signal activity in the
scan chain and accordingly controls the speed of the test
clock. The work claims a test time reduction of 20–50 %
with very little hardware overhead. A technique proposed
by Hashempour et. al [16] is a mixed mode procedure in
which both BIST and automatic test equipment (ATE) are
employed to reduce the test time. They use BIST to test
for “easy to detect” faults and the ATE for “hard to detect”
faults. The efficiency of such a method to reduce test time
relies on the ability of BIST to cover most of the faults.

The work presented in this paper can be used concur-
rently with any of the aforementioned techniques to provide
further benefit in test time reduction. We first propose a test
time theorem that is then applied to two scenarios. In these
scenarios we approach the same test time reduction prob-
lem to derive optimized fixed frequency test and aperiodic
clock test, respectively. Both methodologies are verified
by simulation and actual hardware experiment. Many more
details, not repeated here, are available in our recent tech-
nical presentations [29, 32–35]. Parts of this research have
also been displayed as posters [30, 31] and discussed at
technical forums [1, 2, 34]. This paper in comparison to

[34], revises the theorem and extends to include leakage
power in its derivation and the results were verified using
Advantest T2000 ATE.

3 A Test Time Theorem

Theorem 1 For power constrained testing where the peak
power during any clock cycle must not exceed PPEAKfunc,
the test time (T T ) has a lower bound,

ETOTAL

PPEAKfunc

≤ T T = ETOTAL

PAVG

(1)

where ETOTAL is the total energy and PAVG is the average
power consumed by the test.

Proof Assume a test that runs for N clock cycles and for
cycle i we define,

Ti as the clock cycle period,
Edi as dynamic energy consumed during the cycle,
Pli as leakage power dissipated during the cycle, and
Ei as total energy consumed during the cycle.

Then, test time and total energy are given by,

T T =
N∑

i=1

Ti (2)

ETOTAL =
N∑

i=1

Ei =
N∑

i=1

(Edi + Ti × Pli) (3)

In particular, for a periodic clock test, Ti = Ttest , ∀ i, i.e.,
all clock cycles have the same period Ttest , we have,

T T = N × Ttest (4)

The equality in Eq. 1 follows from the standard defini-
tions of energy and power. PAVG is the rate of energy usage
averaged over the test duration T T . Therefore, total energy
is ETOTAL = T T × PAVG.

In order to prove the lower bound, we examine the power
constrain PPEAKfunc that each clock cycle must satisfy. We
assume that individual clock cycles can have any arbitrary
periods. With that assumption a conventional periodic clock
would become a special case. Thus,

Edi

Ti
+ Pli ≤ PPEAKfunc, ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ N (5)

or

Ti ≥ Edi + Ti × Pli

PPEAKfunc

, ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ N (6)

Hence, from Eqs. 2 and 3,

T T ≥ 1

PPEAKfunc

N∑

i=1

(Edi + Ti × Pli) = ETOTAL

PPEAKfunc

(7)
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which proves the lower bound on test time in Eq. 1.

Leakage power plays an interesting role. Notice that
in inequality (6), Ti appears on both sides. For given
PPEAKfunc as clock period Ti is increased to satisfy the
power constraint, the right hand side also increases, though
at a slower rate because of small Pli . The minimum period
for ith clock cycle is obtained from inequality (6), as

Ti = Edi

PPEAKfunc − Pli

(8)

To determine Ti we must know dynamic energy Edi and
leakage power Pli , both of which are functions of the input
vector applied to the circuit in clock cycle i. For now,
we neglect the leakage power and thus (8) takes a simpler
form,

Ti = Edi

PPEAKfunc

≈ Ei

PPEAKfunc

(9)

For a given set of test patterns generated by an automatic
test pattern generator (ATPG), the total energy consumed
during test remains unchanged irrespective of how tests are
applied. The total test time is dependent only upon the aver-
age power consumed. In order to reduce the test time, it is
required that the test be run with the smallest clock period
possible while dissipating power less than the rated power.
Since the minimum period is limited by the critical path
delay of CUT, test time is dependent on both the rated power
and the structural delay of the circuit. The two constraints
that determine the minimum test clock period can be defined
as follows:

1) Power Constraint - A test is power constrained, if the
minimum test clock period is limited by the maximum
rated power for the circuit. We define this period as
Tpower = EMAXtest /PPEAKfunc where PPEAKfunc is
the maximum power dissipated during functional oper-
ation or the rated maximum for the CUT and EMAXtest

is the maximum energy dissipated during any test cycle.
2) Structure Constraint - A test is structure constrained

if the minimum test clock period is limited by the
structural (critical path) delay of the CUT. We define
the fastest clock as fstructure = 1/Tstructure where
Tstructure is the structure constrained clock period.

Based on the above definitions, the minimum test clock
period would have to satisfy both power and structure
constraints, i.e.,

Ttest = max{ Tstructure, Tpower} (10)

In a power constrained test, the test clock period is
Tpower > Tstructure, that is,

Ttest = Tpower = EMAXtest

PPEAKfunc

(11)

Substituting (11) in Eq. 4 we get the total test time for
power constrained test as;

T Tmin = N × EMAXtest

PPEAKfunc

(12)

4 Applications of Test Time Theorem

In Section 3, it was shown that for a given rated power, test
time is limited by the total energy dissipated during test.
Conventionally, energy is reduced by modifying or selecting
test vectors to produce lower activity in the circuit. When
working under a given power constrain, an ATPG gener-
ally produces more test patterns to achieve the same fault
coverage. This increases test time in power constrained test-
ing. The problem we address here is to minimize the test
time of a given set of vectors with specified rated power and
critical path delay for the device under test. Based on the
test time theorem of Section 3, we discuss two scenarios in
this section and examine the feasibility of reducing test time
with the given constraints.

4.1 Periodic Clock Test

In the first scenario entire test uses a fixed clock period Ttest
for all clock cycles, we term this as the periodic clock test .
This is the conventional mode of testing, also referred to as
synchronous test [30–33, 35]. The test frequency is given
by ftest = 1/Ttest . To minimize the test time T T for a
test with N clock cycles, using Eq. 12, we consider three
quantities that control the test clock period based on Eqs. 10
and 11;

1) Tstructure, the critical path delay of the circuit.
2) EMAXtest , the maximum energy consumed by any

clock cycle of the entire test.
3) PPEAKfunc, the peak power per cycle that the circuit

is designed for and must not be exceeded by any test
cycle.

Conventionally the test is carried out at some nomi-
nal voltage. It is generally known that test vectors cause
more activity in the circuit and may consume more than the
allowed amount of power [21, 36]. To minimize the effects
of excess power consumption due to signal activity on the
performance of CUT during test, the test is performed at
a frequency slower than the functional frequency. Hence,
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according to Eq. 11, the test is power constrained with a
clock period Tpower .

Energy dissipated by the circuit is directly proportional to
the supply voltage at which the device is operated. Reduc-
ing the supply voltage produces a quadratic reduction in the
energy dissipated. Based on Eq. 11, to maintain the power
dissipated by the device under PPEAKfunc we can then
reduce the cycle period. This will result in reduction of test
time when compared to the test at nominal voltage. On the
other hand, reducing the supply voltage increases the criti-
cal path delay of the circuit and thus results in slower circuit
operation. From Eq. 10, the supply voltage can be reduced
as long as Ttest = Tpower , i.e., the test is power constrained.
Once Tstructure exceeds Tpower , the test becomes structure
constrained and the clock period has to be increased as volt-
age drops. Ttest reaches its minimum value at a voltage
where Tpower = Tstructure. Thus, for periodic clock testing
the optimum supply voltage Vper is given by,

PPEAKfunc = EMAXtest

Tstructure
(13)

and the corresponding minimum periodic test time is,

T Tper = N × Tstructure (14)

This scenario is shown in Fig. 1 [32] by “Periodic clock”
curves showing a minimum test time at Vper . Various curves
in this figure will be discussed in the next section. Results
for the best voltage and frequency for benchmark circuits
can be found in recent publications [29, 33, 35]. As an illus-
tration, consider the circuit s38584 in 180nm CMOS. At the
nominal supply voltage of 1.8V, the power constrained scan
test is run with 129MHz clock. For minimum test time the
voltage and frequency are found to be 1.5V and 187MHz,
respectively, resulting in a 31 % reduction in the test time.

Fig. 1 Minimum test time as a function of supply voltage (VDD)

for N-cycle aperiodic testing. For minimum test time T Taper , supply
voltage is Vaper . T Taper ≤ T Tper and Vper ≤ Vaper ≤ Vnom

4.2 Aperiodic Clock Test

The second scenario targets the lower bound of test time in
Theorem 1 as specified by Eq. 12. In Section 4.1, we stated
that the test clock has a fixed period determined by the cycle
dissipating the maximum power and that maximum power
is limited by the rated power for the device. Hence, it is
inferred that when a periodic clock test is power constrained
the test time is determined by the equality relation of The-
orem 1, i.e., at any given supply voltage V > Vper the
test time is governed by the average power dissipated dur-
ing the test. To minimize test time for a fixed set of test
patterns, the denominator PAVG should be larger. The arith-
metic mean of any positive-valued function over an interval
of the independent variable is maximum when all values of
the function in that interval equal its maximum value. In that
perspective, we can achieve a larger PAVG if every test cycle
dissipates power that equals the maximum power allowed to
be dissipated during a test cycle. From Section 4.1, we know
that the maximum power during the test must be equal to or
less than PPEAKfunc. In other words, if we want to achieve
the shortest test time the optimum solution would be to dis-
sipate the total test energy ETOTAL at a constant rate of
PPEAKfunc. This follows the lower bound of the test time
theorem. Therefore, for minimum test time of an aperiodic
clock test the period of each cycle is given by,

Ti = max

{
Tstructure,

Ei

PPEAKfunc

}
(15)

where Ei, i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , N, is the energy consumption
during ith clock cycle, and Ti is the test clock period of ith

cycle, which must not be shorter than Tstructure.
Equation 15 suggests that in an aperiodic clock test,

each cycle can be either structure constrained cycle or
power constrained cycle based on the energy dissipated
during that cycle. The ith cycle is structure constrained if
Ei ≤ PPEAKfunc × Tstructure and it is power constrained
if Ei > PPEAKfunc × Tstructure.

The test time for an aperiodic clock test is bounded by,

N∑

i=1

max

{
Tstructure,

Ei

PPEAKfunc

}
≤ T Taper (16)

T Taper ≤ T Tper = N × EMAXtest

PPEAKfunc

(17)

Similar to the discussion in Section 4.1, it is possible
to find the optimum supply voltage at which the aperi-
odic clock test will be fastest. Consider the illustration in
Fig. 1 [32]. The graph shows a hypothetical sketch of how
minimum test time would vary as a function of the sup-
ply voltage. The lower bound curve shows the speeding up
of the critical path as voltage increases. The upper bound
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curve shows speeding up allowed by power reduction as
voltage drops. This is according to Eq. 12. Since the test
clock must satisfy Eq. 10, only the upper curve provides a
test time that is practical, defining the structure and power
constrained regions. Point ‘A’ indicates the voltage Vper for
optimum periodic clock test at which all cycles are structure
constrained.

If the test is performed at a higher voltage VDD > Vper

then there will be some cycles that become power con-
strained. In a periodic clock test, these cycles will force the
periods of all cycles to be expanded as indicated by the
rising upper bound curve. However, using aperiodic clock
test can reduce the test time. Initially, there will be many
cycles that are structure constrained. These benefit from cir-
cuit speed up due to increasing voltage, though few cycles
that have become power constrained must expand. On bal-
ance, we still see a net reduction in test time. As the voltage
is increased further, power constrained cycles begin to dom-
inate, bottoming out the test time reduction. Equations 16
and 17 are valid for any test at voltage to the right of point
‘A’. The test time on the curve ‘AB’ will contain a mix-
ture of cycles some structure constrained and some power
constrained. Beyond point ‘B’ more cycles start to become
power constrained. The optimum supply voltage for ape-
riodic clock test is at the point at which there are more
structure constrained cycles than power constrained cycles.
This point is indicated as Vaper in Fig. 1 and is always
greater than Vper .

Results of aperiodic test of benchmark circuits can be
found in recent publications [29, 32]. Consider again the
circuit s38584 in 180nm CMOS technology that was men-
tioned at the end of Section 4.1. At the nominal supply
voltage of 1.8V, the power constrained scan test was run
with 129MHz clock. For minimum test time periodic test the
voltage and frequency were found to be 1.5V and 187MHz,
respectively, resulting in a 31 % reduction in the test time.
Aperiodic test can provide a further reduction of 13 % in
test time [32]. Following sections examine several practical
details of periodic and aperiodic testing.

5 A Case Study

We illustrate the two test scenarios for the test of ISCAS’89
benchmark circuit s298. More results, including an ATE
experiment, may be found in recent papers [29, 32, 33, 35].
The s298 circuit was synthesized in TSMC 180nm CMOS
technology. All 14 flip-flops were connected in a single
scan chain. Total test cycles N = 498 consisted of a shift
register test sequence, a critical path activation sequence
and fault coverage scan sequences. To determine the crit-
ical path delay and energy dissipation at various voltages,
the Spice simulator was used. Depending on the tools used
some details of these results can differ [32] from those given
here, but the conclusions remain substantially the same.

First, we characterized the circuit at the nominal voltage
of 1.8V. Giving a substantial margin over the critical path
delay, a clock frequency of 500MHz was selected for the
functional operation. A set of 1000 random vectors were
simulated in the functional mode to determine a peak value
for per cycle power as PPEAKfunc = 1.2mW, which was
then treated as a specification. A set of 498 test cycles were
simulated to determine per cycle energy dissipation {Ei} of
which the maximum was EMAXtest = 225nJ. For nominal
voltage periodic test, a power constrained clock frequency
of EMAXtest /PPEAKfunc = 187MHz was determined, giv-
ing a test time of 2.66µs. This is shown in the first row
of Table 1. For comparison, we normalize the test times of
other testing modes with respect to 2.66µs.

In the periodic clock test the period is determined by
the maximum energy cycle and then remains fixed for
all cycles. That is not the case in an aperiodic clock test
where every cycle can have a unique periods. Thus if very
few cycles have large energy dissipation then only those
cycles will be wider, allowing the remaining cycles to
shrink according to the energy {Ei} of each individual cycle.
Figure 2 shows the test time as function of supply volt-
age obtained by Spice simulation of tests applied in various
modes. The behavior of Fig. 1 as explained in Section 4 is
evident here.

Table 1 Periodic and aperiodic test times for s298 circuit in TSMC 180nm CMOS at selected voltages. Test times are normalized with respect to
2.66µs, the test time for conventional periodic test at nominal voltage of 1.8V

Periodic test Aperiodic test

Voltage

Clock Test time Test time

frequency Actual Normalized Actual Normalized

1.80V 187MHz 2.66µs 1.00 1.50µs 0.56

1.25V 404MHz 1.23µs 0.46 0.77µs 0.29

1.07V 511MHz 0.97µs 0.37 0.97µs 0.37
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Fig. 2 Test time optimization for s298 in 180nm CMOS technology,
PPEAKfunc = 1.2mW, number of test cycles N = 498. Nominal volt-
age test: Vnom = 1.8V, T Tper(nominal) = 2.66µs, T Taper(nominal) =
1.49µs. Optimum periodic clock test: Vper = 1.07V, T Tper =
0.971µs. Optimum aperiodic test: Vaper = 1.25V, T Taper = 0.770µs

The curve “Per. Clock” is the minimum test time for peri-
odic test. It reaches a minimum at Vper. = 1.07V where all
test cycles are structure constrained. The critical path delay
at this voltage determines the clock frequency as 511MHz,
giving a test time of 0.97µs. This is shown in the last row
of Table 1 as 0.37 of the nominal voltage test. Thus, the best
periodic test is 63 % faster.

As we increase the supply voltage from 1.07V, power dis-
sipation of some test cycles exceeds PPEAKfunc = 1.2mW.
These cycles must be expanded. However, aperiodic test
allows us to shrink a majority of cycles taking advantage of
the speed up of the critical path. Thus, on balance the test
time decreases. A minimum is obtained at Vaper. = 1.25V
just when more cycles start to become power constrained.
Test times for aperiodic test are given in the last two
columns of Table 1. Note that no fixed clock frequency is
applicable here. The minimum aperiodic test time is 0.77µs,
which is 0.29 of the nominal voltage periodic (conventional)
test time, giving a 71 % speed up. This is the fastest test.

It is worth to mention here that the test patterns generated
for periodic test, mentioned earlier, was able to find all faults
in both aperiodic test and optimum VDD tests. Hence the
defect and fault coverage for stuck-at tests for the proposed
methods will be the same as in periodic test.

The test of the s298 circuit was performed in periodic and
aperiodic modes on the Advantest T2000GS automatic test
equipment (ATE) at Auburn University [29, 32]. The circuit
under test was implemented on an FPGA and no power mea-
surement was done. The experiment, however, confirmed
the feasibility of test programming for aperiodic test appli-
cation and showed the predicted saving of test time over the
periodic test.

6 Discussion

6.1 Adapting to at-Speed Testing

Timing related defects are often targeted during at-speed
testing. This necessitates the need for clock pulses gener-
ated at functional speeds. Due to high costs of automatic test
equipment (ATE) and the growing clock speeds, implement-
ing at-speed testing using ATEs will not be economical [4],
due to this reason at-speed clocks during capture cycles
are generated internally using phase lock loops (PLL) that
generates clock pulses with fixed frequency that can be a
multiple of a reference slow clock [19]. On chip PLLs also
serve another purpose; to eliminate clock skews [22].

In the case of at-speed testing the use of aperiodic clock
can be restricted only to improve scan shift timing, since the
majority of test time is taken while shifting. Besides, during
at-speed the capture cycle (and the launch cycle for launch
on capture) already run at functional speed. The slow clock
during scan shift can be supplied by the ATE or generated
internally using a divide by N counter. In the case where
the clock for scan shift is generated within the chip, modi-
fications can be done to the architecture such that the tester
chooses the clock to be used. To describe the feasibility of
this procedure let us consider the serdes architecture used
in [23], where a deserializer is used to shift patterns at high
speed from the tester and the internal scan chain shifts pat-
terns at a slow speed. The shift clock to the internal scan
chains is a slow clock with a frequency that is a fourth of the
ATE clock. This slow clock could be generated by imple-
menting a simple divide by N counter. With aperiodic clock,
the divide by N counter could be designed to produce the
required four clocks.. The ATE can then be used to send the
bits that sets the value for N and the corresponding output
is used as clock. When the pattern is shifted out, the output
from the scan chains is fed to the serializer module which
shifts out the pattern to the ATE at high speed. Since the pat-
terns from the ATE and to the ATE are shifted at the same
speed, there should not be any conflict due to internal ape-
riodic clock when comparing the output with the expected
value. It is to be noted that, while choosing the clock period
for the aperiodic test, any additional delay constraints due
to long interconnects during scan shift that is considered for
timing closure will be added to the structure constraint in
the aperiodic clock. Further analysis will be done in future
works that explores this feasibility.

6.2 Adapting to Process-Voltage-Temperature Variations

As technology scales to small feature sizes intra-die and
inter-die variations in the operational parameters of the
chips are more pronounced. These variations can be due ran-
dom or systematic defects due to fabrication process and
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can often affect the timing during voltage and temperature
changes. Testing the circuit under test (CUT) under dif-
ferent process-voltage-temperature (PVT) corners, namely
worst, typical, and best cases, identifies the reliability of
the chip and its operating range [20]. Such testing nor-
mally checks for the functionality of the device at each
corners. Designers and process engineers often determine
these corners and the corresponding delays are character-
ized to the chips structural constraints [13, 14]. The CUT
is tested at these corners for its functionality and there-
fore corner testing is more critical during timing based
tests. Hence, during corner testing the concern is for the
CUT to meet the timing specification of the capture cycle.
The shift cycle (and launch cycle in case of launch on
shift) must include the interconnect delay and the setup
and hold time constraints imposed due to these variations.
Using the proposed method with the corner testing would
account the same constraints when determining the struc-
tural constraint for the test clock period and while finding
the optimum voltage during scan shift at each of these
corners. The voltage can then be switched to the corner volt-
age during the capture cycles either internally if the chip
has a dynamic voltage regulator [12] or externally by the
ATE.

Further analysis will be performed in future extensions
of this work to analyze the effect of process variations in
obtaining the optimum values in aperiodic test and volt-
age at each corners and explore the feasibility to increase
the supply voltage dynamically for capture cycle using
ATE.

7 Conclusion

The test time theorem gives a lower bound on what is
achievable in test efficiency. Trying to achieve this lower
bound leads us into the “unconventional” method of aperi-
odic testing. Bringing the new methodology into widespread
practice will require new capabilities in automatic test
equipment (ATE) and test programming. In spite of the
reported work [1, 2, 29–35], more is yet to be done. For any
number of independent clock periods allowed by an ATE,
selecting the best periods for a given test is a mathemati-
cal optimization problem. The idea of low voltage testing is
not new and has been investigated before [6, 7, 15], though
in the context of reliability testing. Using it for accelerating
the test as suggested here needs further examination. As is
true for any nonfunctional test mode, issues of test escapes
and yield loss must be examined. Generation of aperiodic
clock in ATE or on-chip, as well as its distribution over a
clock tree should be studied. In general, any clock distribu-
tion network has a time constant that could limit the amount
of cycle-to-cycle variation in the clock period.
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